Quantitative and Qualitative Methodology
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Approach

Nationally representative survey fielded October, 2018
Topics:
• General attitudes, approaches, and aspirations
regarding beverages
• Beverage purchasing and usage
• Beverage purchasing criteria
• Occasion assessment – the most recent time you
drank [category], why did you choose it?

Sample

Total: n=1822
• General U.S. population, aged 18-72
• Must have purchased food and beverage within past
3 months
Results weighted to U.S. Census; balanced for age within
gender, race/ethnicity, income, presence of children
under 18 in household, and geographic division
Sampling error of ±2.3% at the 95% confidence level for
all adults

Age
Cohorts

Age cohorts are defined as:
• Gen Z: 18-20
• Millennials: 21-39
• Gen X: 40-53
• Boomers: 54-72

In-home ethnographic interviews fielded October, 2018
• 2-hour in-home individual interviews, including a tour
of the kitchen and all beverage storage locations
• All respondents also completed a 3-day beverage
diary prior to their interview.

Approach

Mobile qualitative fieldwork
• 5-day mobile qualitative engagement
• Respondents completed project-related tasks each
day, including a 4-day beverage diary, self-reflection,
photo galleries, and videos.

• Aged 25-57

Sample

• Mix of gender, household income, children/no
children <18 in household, age of children in
household, race/ethnicity, and U.S. census regions
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American beverage culture represents the epitome of consumer choice
The macro-drivers impacting consumer decision-making are convenience and individual
choice.
• It’s good to always carry a beverage with you to stay hydrated

Convenience

• Drinking on the go is common
• Certain beverages can replace food

Individual Choice

• Your beverages should be personalized to your individual tastes and health needs
• Beverages should reflect your values and aspirations
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• You can drink what you want, when you want it (mostly)

vs.

“First PSL of the season.
Yes, I’m #basic”

“The $11.75 cup of Gesha
Village coffee”

vs.

Solidly
mainstream

Hipster
brew
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Convenience and choice converge with other trends in both the
marketplace and wider culture to reshape beverage supply and demand
The modern beverage landscape is the result of a highly responsive marketplace adapting
to changed consumer attitudes.
Forces Shaping the Modern Beverage Landscape
Modern Beverage Culture Constants
Convenience
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Individual Choice

Marketplace Change

H+W Trends

Traditional drinks in decline
Dairy, juice, and soda trending downward

You are what you drink
Connecting beverages to health and using
beverages for nutrition

Upstart categories seizing share
Increased spending in emerging functional
beverages and RTDs
Strategic shifts from big beverage
Innovation and acquisition remake iconic
American beverage companies

Demonization of sugar
Rejection of sugar and the standard
American diet

Broad Food Culture Shifts
Back-to-nature beverage
Unaltered ingredients and trusted tradition

Better living through beverages
Personalization and optimization

Drink responsibly 2.0
Ethical implications and demand for transparency
Drinkable discovery
Exploration and global/multicultural influence
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Even culturally mature categories are seeing significant innovation
Coffee Then

Coffee Now

vs.
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64%

I love to try new
beverages
I’ve never had before

46%

43%
29%

% agree strongly/somewhat

Total

I often pay a bit more
for a beverage that is
higher quality or a more
interesting flavor

47%

Millennials

Gen X

Boomers

42%

40%

Gen X

Boomers

56%

% agree strongly/somewhat

Total

Millennials
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Although soft drinks, dairy, water, and coffee are most purchased overall,
Millennials are driving emerging categories associated with H+W
Past 3 Month Beverage Category Purchasing
By Age Cohort

TOTAL

Boomers or Gen X lead purchasing

Millennials

80%

Gen X

70%

Boomers

60%

Millennials lead purchasing

50%
40%
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30%
20%
10%
0%

69%
Soda, soft
drinks, or
sparkling
waters

67%

65%

61%

48%

47%

44%

31%

Dairy

Water

Coffee or
hot
chocolate

Tea

Juice or
smoothies

Alcohol

Sports,
energy
drinks,
protein
drinks

21%

20%

19%

18%

8%

Dairy
Kids
Nutritional Functional Fermented
alternatives beverages
supps, beverages, or broth
plantbeverages
meal
based
replacewaters,
ments,
powders, enhanced
waters
drops
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Millennials also tend to have more aspirations around beverages than
older consumers, especially related to health and wellness

50%

of Boomers and Gen X say it is difficult to change their old habits to pursue
their beverage aspirations (compared to only 37% of Millennials)
Beverage Aspirations

TOTAL
Millennials

60%

Gen X
Boomers

50%

Millennials have a broader range of beverage aspirations

40%
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30%
20%
10%
0%

53%

33%

25%

More
water

Less
soda

Less
sugar

20%

19%

18%

17%

Less
More
More
caffeine nutritious tea

Spend
less

16%

13%

12%

11%

11%

8%

7%

5%

16%

More
Less
Make Get my Set a
More
There is
Less
More
new,
natural/ alcohol
coffee at home kids to better expensive/ nothing I
interesting,
less
vs.
drink example premium would
exciting
processed
buying healthier for my beverages change
bevs kids with
about
bevs
what I
drink
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While most consumers see beverages as an important part of their H+W,
Millennials are more likely to seek a specific functional benefit
H+W in Beverage

I was blown away when I discovered that
there was such a thing as cactus water! I
use it in my smoothies because it is very
high in potassium but lower in sugar
compared to coconut water.

% agree strongly/somewhat
Total
62%

49%

44%
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Beverages play a very
I am very conscious I like my beverages to do
something for me
important role in my
about
H+W
calories in my beverages (like provide energy,
nutrients, or other
benefits)

Next to the cactus water is watermelon
water, which I’ve also tried on summer
days. I have even tried mixing it with
tequila, which was delicious AND I was
getting hydrated and receiving beneficial
electrolytes (even while drinking alcohol).
- L.O., Female, 38

By Generation

Millennials
65%

61%

60%

50%

Gen X

46%

53%

Boomers

55%

45%

33%
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Because of the growing need for beverages to deliver benefits, price drops
lower on the list of purchase criteria
Beverage Purchasing Criteria for Adults
Top 2 Box Importance

Experience

Goes the best with food
Freshest product

Quality

Highest-quality product/ingredients
Familiar brand or product

Convenience
Price
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Tastes the best

Easiest to find/always available
Requires least time/effort to make, use, drink
Pleases the most people
Lowest price/best deal
Low or no calories, added sugars, fat, sodium

H+W

Has only simple ingredients I recognize
Has specific nutrients/benefits I'm looking for
Allows me to try something new, unique, different

Discovery

Local or seasonal product
Recommendation or endorsement
I saw an ad, post, or video about it

Sustainability

Better for the environment
Has the certifications I'm looking for

34%

53%
62%
61%
59%
61%
52%

83%

58%
54%
49%
44%
39%
32%
29%
22%
38%
33%
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When purchasing beverages for their children, parents are more likely to
seek out healthy and sustainable options that allow for discovery
Gap compared to
parents when
purchasing beverages
for themselves

Beverage Purchasing Criteria for Children
Among Parents – Top 2 Box Importance

Experience
Quality

76%

Tastes the best
66%

Freshest product

69%

Highest-quality product/ingredients

62%

Familiar brand or product

Convenience

69%

Easiest to find/always available
60%

Requires least time/effort to make, use, drink
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63%

Lowest price/best deal

65%

Low or no calories, added sugars, fat, sodium

H+W

63%

Has only simple ingredients I recognize

61%

Has specific nutrients/benefits I'm looking for

58%

Allows my kids/me try something new, unique, different

Discovery

Local or seasonal product
Recommendation or endorsement
I saw an ad, post, or video about it

Sustainability

0%
5%
-3%
3%
0%
5%

55%

Pleases the most people

Price

-3%

58%

Goes the best with food

-7%

-4%
9%
8%
8%
7%
-1%

45%
48%

5%
8%

42%

Better for the environment

52%

3%

Has the certifications I'm looking for

53%

7%
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Consumer motivations for beverage choice reflect higher-order need states
Modern Beverage Need State Model
Distinctive needs present on beverage occasions
Connection
& Care
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Health
Refreshment

Energy

Fill & Fuel
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Refreshment is the most common beverage need state overall, influencing
choices in almost three-fourths of all beverage occasions
Need states are not mutually exclusive; multiple higher-order needs may be present at any given time.

Size of Need States

As a % of all adult beverage occasions

72%
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54%

Refreshment

Health

46%

Connection &
Care

40%

Energy

36%

Fill & Fuel
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Each higher-order need state includes sub-need states that ladder up to the
higher-order need and help to narrow the consideration set for consumers

Refreshment

Health

Connection & Care

Energy

Fill & Fuel

Energy boost
Increase alertness or
focus, workout
preparation or recovery

Replacing food
Replacing snacks or
meals

Beverage choice driven by:
Basic thirst quenching
Simple thirst
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Mindless drinking
Multitasking, having a
drink at hand
Cravings
Favorite flavors and
tastes, satisfying
cravings, familiar
favorites

H+W standards
Simple ingredients,
avoiding negatives,
positive nutrition
H+W needs
Weight management,
personal dietary needs
(Re)hydration
Actively replenishing the
body
Balancing food
Best for drinking with
food, for H+W and/or
taste

Social situations and
cultural rituals
Celebration, having a good
time, ritual occasions,
fitting in, seasonal rituals
Emotional needs
Comfort, relaxation,
treating oneself, boredom
Pleasure & indulgence
Exploration, personal treat,
taste and mouthfeel
Self-care
Detox, treating specific
ailments (e.g., colds,
hangovers), a moment for
myself

Personal routines
Morning and afternoon
routines

Satiety
Filling
Expediency
Convenience, best of
what was available
Mixing
Used in combination
with something else
(e.g., creamer with
coffee)
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Functional beverages offer consumers a wide variety of ways to satisfy
their physical and emotional needs throughout the day
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Consumer Snapshot: J.L., 27, is married with no children and works at a restaurant. A habitual soda
drinker, he also swaps in other established functional beverages, such as wine, coffee, and sparkling
water to fulfill his cravings for what soda provides—sugar, caffeine, and the bubbly mouthfeel. He is
also beginning to incorporate emerging functional beverages for health-related reasons.

Water to re-hydrate in
the morning; as needed
throughout the day

Nutmilk paired with a
spicy curry lunch; for
taste and digestion

Soda on the go while
running errands with
wife

Bottled soda—a favorite
treat—and surprisingly
inexpensive

Sparkling water when he
craves the fizz but not
the sugar

Protein powder as a
meal replacement or
post-workout recovery

Iced coffee while at work;
it’s free and gives him
energy to finish his shift

Craft soda as a treat at
work when he’s craving
something sweet

A “Sprite nightcap” when
he’s craving a soda but
not the caffeine

A glass (or two) of wine
at the end of the day to
relax and unwind
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Many beverages have clearly associated need states or at least perform as
well as average, but newer functional beverages deliver across need states
Beverages by Need State

<80
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Indexed to average need state score across all categories

80-89

Connection
& Care

Health

Fill & Fuel

Energy

Refreshment

Dairy

58

109

106

74

81

Water

52

103

81

94

105

Juice/smoothies

88

100

108

88

101

Alcohol

144

54

33

46

97

Dairy alternatives

92

117

136

92

81

Coffee/hot chocolate

86

46

77

150

96

Sports, energy, protein drinks

84

106

98

137

103

Soda, soft drinks, sparkling waters

80

91

76

66

116

Tea

102

98

73

86

113

123

111

149

115

94

134

129

133

129

108

158

138

130

123

103

Nut. supplements, meal
replacements, powders, drops
Functional beverages,
plant/vitamin waters
Fermented or broth beverages

90-109

110-119

120+

Default Drinks

Established
Functional
Beverages

Emerging
Functional
Beverages
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Take-aways for Today
•

American beverage culture rewards innovations that deliver on broad cultural values and
contemporary H+W trends through the lens of convenience and individual choice.

•

The emphasis on personal choice and personalized nutrition means individual needs, feelings,
and whims can be more important than the external features of the occasion (like setting, social
company, or time of day) in determining what beverage to drink.

•

Established functional beverage categories (e.g., alcohol, coffee, tea, soft drinks) are at risk from
emerging categories. Established categories must look at emerging need states and aspirations
to zero in on their functional appeal.

•

Emerging functional beverages (e.g., enhanced waters, fermented drinks, nutritional
supplements, etc.) are strong across almost all need states which suggests that consumers are
experimenting with them in a variety of circumstances and that they haven’t yet been
pigeonholed to a certain type of need state or occasion.

•

Fill & Fuel, Energy, and Refreshment are more routine beverage occasions driven primarily by
physical need while Connection & Care and Health offer sub-need states—such as positive
nutrition or feeling in tune with the season—that will continue to morph and multiply as
emotional and mental needs expand their reach.
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For more information about this report, please contact me at:
laurie@hartman-group.com
Ph: 425-452-0818, ext. 106

ABOUT THE HARTMAN GROUP
The Hartman Group is the premier food and beverage consultancy in the world. Companies and brands across all segments of the food and beverage industry benefit
from our unparalleled depth of knowledge on consumers, culture, trends and demand-side market strategy. We listen closely to understand our clients’ business
challenges and tailor solutions that deliver transformative results. Through a unique suite of integrated custom, primary research capabilities, market analytics, and
business strategy services, we uncover opportunity spaces and avenues for growth. We deliver compelling insights that fuel inspiration and ideas for innovation.
3150 Richards Road, Ste. 200 Bellevue, WA 98005
Tel (425) 452 0818 Fax (425) 452 9092
www.hartman-group.com
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